NETWORK ACCESSORIES

110 STYLE RJ-45 JACK T568A/B
CAT5e RJ-45 colour coded jacks, supporting dual T586A / T586B wiring specifications (110/Krone Style)

MODEL CODE | COLOUR
--- | ---
FP-110C6JK | White
FP-110C6JK BLUE | Blue
FP-110C6JK GREEN | Green
FP-110C6JK RED | Red
FP-110C6JK YELLOW | Yellow

110 STYLE RJ-45 JACK T568A/B
CAT5e RJ-45 colour coded jacks, supporting dual T586A / T586B wiring specifications (110/Krone Style)

MODEL CODE | COLOUR
--- | ---
FP-110JACK | White
FP-110JACK BLUE | Blue
FP-110JACK GREEN | Green
FP-110JACK RED | Red
FP-110JACK YELLOW | Yellow

110 STYLE RJ-45 FACE PLATES
Single, Dual, Triple and Quad R45 Face Plates are wall mount fittings that house 110/Krone Style Jacks

MODEL CODE | PORTS
--- | ---
FP-110SINGLE | 1
FP-110DUAL | 2
FP-110TRIPLE | 3
FP-110QUAD | 4

CAT5E RJ-45 JACK T568A/B
RJ-45 CAT5e Jacks supporting dual T586A / T586B wiring specifications for FP-xP Face Plates

MODEL CODE | PORTS
--- | ---
FP-JACK C5E | Single

F TO F CONNECTOR JACK
"F" Connector Female to Female jack insert for FP-xP Face Plates. Used for Satellite Television and cable modem installations

MODEL CODE | PORTS
--- | ---
FP-INSFIB | Single

PAL TO F CONNECTOR JACK
PAL to "F" Female to Female Connector jack insert for FP-xP Face Plates. Used for TV installations, the cable supplied with the TV plugs into the PAL connector

MODEL CODE | PORTS
--- | ---
FP-INSTV | Single

CLIPSAL STYLE FACE PLATES
2 Piece Single, Dual, Triple, Quad and Six Face Plates are wall mount fittings that house the FP-JACK C5E, FP-INSFIB and FP-INSTV inserts

MODEL CODE | PORTS
--- | ---
FP-1P | 1
FP-2P | 2
FP-3P | 3
FP-4P | 4
FP-6P | 6

FACE PLATE MOUNTING BOX
The Face Plate Mounting Box provides housing for all styles of R45 jacks and cabling

MODEL CODE | DEPTH
--- | ---
FP-MBOX38 | 38mm
FP-MBOX45 | 45mm

FLOOR MOUNT TERMINALS
RJ45 Single and Dual Floor Mount CATS RJ45 Panels

MODEL CODE | OUTPUT PORTS
--- | ---
FMT-SINGLE | 1
FMT-DUAL | 2